Results by the BaBar and Belle experiments of the measurements sin 2α, sin 2β and sin(2β + γ) along with the CKM matrix elements V cb and V ub are presented. The BaBar and Belle experiments b → scc results for sin 2β are in good agreement with each other, comfortably establishing CP violation within B decays. However, there is a 3.5 standard deviation between this result and sin 2β measured by the Belle experiment using B 0 → φK 0 S decays. Belle also find evidence for CP violation through time dependent measurements of the decay B 0 → π + π − , whilst a tighter constraint has been placed on the unitarity angle α by BaBar, using time dependent studies of the decay B 0 → ρ + ρ − .
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Introduction
Since the discovery of CP violation in 1964 [1] , great effort has been placed in understanding the origin and mechanism of this asymmetry. In 1973, Kobayashi and Maskawa proposed a model where CP violation is accommodated within the weak interaction as an irreducible complex phase in the quark mixing matrix [2] . Today we refer to this as the CKM matrix and with three known fermion families it can be written as
The unitary nature of the matrix implies there are six orthogonality conditions obtained by row-column multiplication with its inverse. One of these conditions which is relevant to B decays is:
Each orthogonality condition requires the sum of three complex numbers to be zero, and therefore can be represented geometrically in the complex plane as a triangle. These are known as 'unitary triangles', and for the condition expressed in Equation 2, we refer to the angles in the triangle as α = φ 2 , β = φ 1 and γ = φ 2 . Two B-factories have been built, BaBar at SLAC USA and Belle at KEK Japan, with the aim of measuring CP violation in the B system and to constrain further the CKM matrix using information from B meson decays.
Time evolution of B decays and CP violation
We can write the time dependent amplitude of the B 0 state at t = 0 decaying into a final state f as f |H|B 0 (t) = e −imt e Γt/2 A f cos 1 2 ∆mt + i q t A f sin 1 2 ∆mt ,
where A f = f |H|B 0 (t) is the amplitude of the B 0 decay to the final state f , A f is the amplitude for B 0 and p, q give the weak eigenstates B and B 0 can decay to the same final state f , CP violation can occur through the interference between mixing (q/p) and the decay (A f /A f ), even if CP is conserved in both |q/p| = |A f /A f | = 1. Pairs of B mesons are generated at the Υ(4S) resonance where the two mesons oscillate coherently between the B 0 and B 0 until one decays.
We consider the time interval ∆t between the decay of one B flavor eigenstate (or "tag") and the decay of the other B to a CP eigenstate f where the decay rate in terms of ∆t can be written as
where λ f = qA f /pA f and it is assumed |λ f | = 1 and the +(−) sign represents the B 0 (B 0 ) tag. In the Υ(4S) center of mass frame the B meson is nearly at rest, leading to a strong correlation between the reconstructed mass and the missing mass of the partner B. Therefore the typical choice for an independent pair of kinematic variables is
where the asterisk refers to the Υ(4S) frame and the subscript B denotes the reconstructed B. True B decays tend to be peak at ∆E = 0 and m ES = m B . The tagged B does not need to be fully reconstructed as the important information required is simply the decay vertex and whether it's a B 0 or B 0 . The flavor of the tagged B is determined by the sign of the charge in the (
leading charged track. The efficiency ǫ and the mistag fraction w for each tagging algorithm is measured with fully reconstructed eigenstate decays. The effective efficiency is given by Q = ǫ(1 − 2w) 2 , where the BaBar and Belle experiments report average measured values of (28.1 ± 0.7)% and (28.8 ± 0.6)% respectively. The decay rate as a function of ∆t is modified as a consequence of the tagging efficiency and also the convolution with the resolution function R. The resulting decay rate becomes
where τ is the B lifetime. We look for asymmetries between B 0 and B 0 tagged events having a sin(∆m∆t) dependence with a known angular frequency ∆m and an amplitude that is given by Imλ f multiplied by the dilution factor (1 − 2w). The interesting physics lies within Imλ f as it contains the factor q/p which is common to all decay modes. Depending on the decay mode under study, it is Imλ f which is measured to help provide information on α, β or 2β + γ.
, the time dependent decay rate can be further written as
where the CP violating asymmetry parameters S hh and C hh 1 (= −A hh ) are expressed
, where λ hh is a parameter that depends on B 0 − B 0 mixing and the amplitudes for B 0 and B 0 decaying to hh. If these decays proceed only via b → u tree amplitudes, S hh = sin 2α and C hh = 0. If there are penguin contributions to the amplitude then S hh = 1 − C 2 hh sin 2α ef f and C hh = 0 . A limit on the difference between α and α ef f can be set using the Grossman-Quinn bound [3] which is
where B 00 is the branching fraction of B 0 → h 0 h 0 and B +0 is the branching fraction
Based on a dataset of 81 fb −1 and 140 fb −1 used by the BaBar and Belle experiments respectively, the results in Table 1 where obtained for the decay Table 1 : BaBar and Belle measurements of the CP violating parameters S π + π − and
BaBar measure values of S π + π − and C π + π − that are consistent with 0 and no evidence of CP violation. Belle however measure a value of S π + π − that is 5.2 standard deviations from 0 with a claim to observation of CP violation due to interference through the mixing and C π + π − that is 3.2 standard deviations from 0 with evidence of direct CP violation. The ∆t distribution is shown in Figure 1 . The BaBar experiment has observed the decay B 0 → ρ + ρ − and using branching fraction measurements for B 0 → ρ 0 ρ 0 and B + → ρ + ρ 0 they find that |α − α ef f | ≤ 12.9 • at a 68% confidence level for this mode, providing more sensitivity to the measurement of α. To be considered is the fact that B 0 → ρ + ρ − is a vector−vector decay which can proceed via 3 helicity amplitudes. The decay can be longitudinally polarized (λ = 0) and be a pure CP eigenstate or it can be transversely polarized (λ = ±1) and be a mix of even and odd eigenstates. The polarization measured by BaBar was found to be mainly longitudinal, contributing a fraction f long = 0.99 ± 0.03 ± 0.03 of the total decay. Analysing the time dependent amplitude of the decay B 0 → ρ + ρ − the following results were obtained:
With the information from B 0 → ρ + ρ − a new value of α is obtained from a CKM fit shown in Figure 2 corresponding to α = 96
• penguin , where the first error is statistical, the second is systematic and the third is due to the uncertainty from penguin contributions. 
4 sin 2β from charmonium modes
For charmonium K decays the relationship between the factor q/p discussed in Section 2 and elements of the CKM matrix can be calculated from Figure 3 (a). The loop in the box diagram is dominated by the virtual t quark, since its large mass is responsible for violating the GIM mechanism that would otherwise suppress the mixing. One finds
which is equal to e −2iβ in the Wolfenstein phase convention. This information can be used to calculate the amplitude of the sine term in Equation 2. From Figure 3 (b) we see that the ratio of amplitudes for charmonium K decays is
therefore λ f = e −2iβ and Imλ f = −η f sin 2β.
BaBar and Belle have measured sin 2β using a selection of events containing several charmionium K Table 2 whilst the ∆t distributions are shown in Figure 5 . 0.741 ± 0.067 ± 0.034 0.733 ± 0.057 ± 0.028 Table 2 : The BaBar experiment measures sin 2β using a 34-parameter likelihood fit to 2641 tagged events (which have a purity of 78%. The Belle experiment use 3085 tagged events (with a purity of 76%)
The results obtained by both experiment are in agreement with each other and provide a new constraint on the upper vertex of the CKM triangle corresponding to β whilst also being a clearly establishing CP violation in B meson decays. 
There is also the possibility to observe CP violation in B channels which decay via b → sqq transitions with no c quark in the final state. These processes are sensitive to the possibility of new physics, due to their smaller amplitudes interference terms being more significant and because of the possible contributions from virtual particles in the penguin loops such as SUSY particles. However, measurements for these decays are less accurate than those for b → scc decays due to the lower rates and higher backgrounds. Furthermore, the interpretation of the measurements associated with b → sqq decays is harder, due to the simultaneous contributions from tree and penguin amplitudes. However the tree amplitude is CKM suppressed for the b → u transition such that the leading amplitudes tend to be b → s gluonic penguins. The best example for this is the decay B → φK 0 S where there is no tree contribution such that estimates of ∆β from "tree pollution" are as small as 0.01 [4] .
The B → φK 
where s t = 1 (−1) when the tagged B is identified as a B 0 (B 0 ), and s m = 1 (−1)
for "unmixed" ("mixed") events. The parameters a D * π , b D * π , and c D * π are related to the physical parameters through:
Here δ D * π is the strong phase difference between A u and A c and r = |A u /A c |. Since A u is doubly CKM-suppressed with respect to A c , one expects r ∼ 0.02. Also r ′ (δ ′ ) is the effective magnitude of the ratio of amplitudes (strong phase difference) between the b → ucd and b → cud amplitudes in the tagged B decay. The parameters a D * π and c D * π have been measured by both the BaBar and Belle experiments and are shown in Table 3 .
-0.068 ± 0.038 ± 0.020 -0.031 ± 0.070 ± 0.033 Belle -0.060 ± 0.040 ± 0.017 -0.049 ± 0.040 ± 0.019 Table 3 : Measurements of a D * π and c D * π performed by the BaBar and Belle experiments. BaBar used their values to set the constraint sin(2β + γ) > 0.58 at a 95% confidence level.
Measurements of V cb and V ub
Given the semileptonic decay B → Xℓν one can reconstruct the neutrino where then it is possible to measure the hadronic mass M X [7] . In the case where X = X c the hadronic mass is greater than or equal to the mass of the D meson. However when X = X u the hadronic mass distribution extends below the D meson mass such that a cut M X < M cut X significantly enhances the relative contribution b → u compared to b → c. A measurement of the rate can then be used directly to measure V cb or V ub . This approach was first used by CLEO [8] and is now being used by BaBar [9] and Belle [10] .
Vcb
We can study the moments of the invariant mass distributions, < M X > and < M where in both cases the first error is due to the experimental uncertainty of the measurement, the second is a consequence of HQE and the third is due to the uncertainty contribution from α S . For |V cb | the last error is due to the uncertainty from semileptonic branching fractions.
Vub
BaBar use a data sample of 82 fb −1 containing 89 million BB pairs. One B is fully reconstructed and the other B is analyzed for semileptonic decays. For semileptonic decay candidates, a high momentum lepton is required such that P > 1.0 GeV/c. All the reconstructed particles not associated with the fully reconstructed B are used to calculate the missing four-momentum of the semileptonic decay. This missing four-momentum is taken as being the neutrino four-momentum. A kinematic fit is performed on the event to determine M X . Additional cuts are then applied to improve the quality of events, such as requiring the invariant mass of the neutrino to be small in order to improve the M X resolution. A fit is performed on the M X distribution whereby the region M X > 1.55 GeV/c 2 is dominated by B → X c ℓν and is used to fix the scale for the b → c distribution in M X . The number of B → X u ℓν events below M X < 1.55 GeV/c 2 is then extracted from the fit from which they calculate:
where the first error is statistical, the second is systematic, the third is due to the error on B → X u ℓν modeling and the fourth is due to the error on the known relationship between the rate and |V ub |.
Belle follow a similar procedure to that descried above. They require one fully reconstructed B in the events and look for the other B to decay semileptonically. With the knowledge of which particles belong to the fully reconstructed B and which belong to the semileptonic decay, the values for M X and q 2 (mass of the virtual W squared) are calculated. Candidates are required to have M X < 1.5 GeV/c 2 and where the first error is statistical, the second is systematic, the third is theoretical and the fourth and fifth errors are due to b → c and b → u modeling respectively.
Summary
BaBar and Belle have established CP violation in B 0 decays through the measurement of sin 2β, where the constraint on the CKM unitarity triangle is shown in Figure 7 . This CP asymmetry is well accommodated within the standard model, however we are starting to see evidence for inconsistencies from charmless decays. Also, CP violation in the decay B 0 → π + π − has been reported by Belle, though not yet confirmed by BaBar. We look forward to additional data which will provide definitive results regarding these measurement, helping to further constrain the angles α and γ and with the help of theorists provide more precise measurements of the CKM elements V cb and V ub .
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